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Methodolgy
A review of the groups’ research contributions is carried out and the main characteristics’ of their research is 
compared. Furthermore a comparative table of concepts and terms used in the contributions of the three groups 
in compiled. Based on this comparison, 3 focal research dimensions are identified. Finally the research domains’
links to other related research domains outside the design community are identified.

The research is deliberately focused on the research groups of the participating authors, in order to support the
exchange of concepts and approaches within the evolving network.
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Domain Links
Design research within
PSS links with a large
number of other domains of
both research and industri-
al activity.

The figure shows one view
on what is the object of de-
sign research in PSS, and
what external domains of re-
search PSS design reseach
links to.

SMEs need guidance and support in restructuring
their operational organisation and task division for 
the delivery of PSS. The IPSE project aims for 
models providing this support.

The S/P-Engineering tools enable the creation of
activity scenarios describing the activity
sequence in the single service delivery
interaction. Different customers perception of the
service interaction is modelled by the integration 
of persona models.
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Areas in which further investigation or closer collaboration
with other research domains and groups can be of importance.

Research dimensions and groups’ focus areas
The figure below defines a number of important dimensions within the domain of PSS 
development.

The boxes illustrate the focus areas and characteristics of the analysed research groups’
contributions. The embedded illustrations are drawn from the respective groups’
publications.

The IPSEframework model supports the
communication channels for understanding
the customer and identifying customer needs.
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The exchange of information between supplier and customer – and between 
partners in the supplier network, is not adressed specifically in the analysed
research contributions. Nonetheless, many contributions point to the benefit 
potentials of information feedback from use phase to e.g. development.

There still seems to be a lack in research on models and 
integration tools and technologies for the building of dynamic, 
yet stable and manageable delivery networks.

The PSS research community needs inputs from other research 
domains, such as supply chain management, management 
technology research and also areas such as agile 
manufacturing etc. An understanding of the different types of relation-

ships and their characteristicts is sought in the 
reseach at DTU.

The necessary
alignment be-
tween supplier
and customer is
emphasized.

The Customer Activity Cycle model and 
its application in analysis and scenario 
building visualises the activity sequence 
of the customer and his interactions with 
the supplier network over the customer 
and product life cycle periods.

The necessary changes in the customers operational 
patterns and dispositions is not researched into.

It seems as if a main barrier against the dissemination of 
PSS business models is the necessary changes and 
alignment of customers organisation and activity.

The development process model shows how
S/P-engineering

tools are thought
embedded into
PD-processes.

A slightly different view is
focusing on the design of
the single servicing
activity, as represented
by the so called service
model.

One view upon the object of PSS development is 
the support of a manufactured products through its 
complete life cycle.

The supplier retains
operational responsibility
throughout all life phase
systems of the product.

TheIPSE-methodology is developed and 
tested togheter with 12 SMEs in two
learning networks. It is a stepwise
methodology guiding companies from idea
generation, finding customer needs, make 
a business analysis of the concept and, 
how to develop and deliver the product and 
service offering. 

Motivation
Corresponding to a steadily advancing integration of products and service operations in the manufacturing 
industry, a number of research groups within the design community are working with issues of integrated product 
and service development. Although closely related, the evolving groups focus on different research dimensions, 
and thus the terminologies and concepts used in research contributions are not fully compatible.

This research attempts to promote and support an evolving collaboration between the different research groups 
within the design community, by analysing and comparing the key contribution areas of three of the existing 
groups, namely the groups of

Integrated Product and Service Engineering, IPSE,(research project in Sweden)

Service/Product Engineering, S/P (research network in Japan) and

Product/Service-System development, PSS,  (research group at DTU in Denmark).

The groups have recently founded a research network under the heading of International Product Service 
System Design Research Community including also researchers from the Faste laboratory in Sweden, the 
SFB/TR 29 programme and the pmd group of TU-Darmstadt in Germany as well as the G-SCOP Laboratory at 
INPG in France.


